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1.

Background

This document provides a summary of the findings for the Timaru Transportation Study. The location of
the study is the urban area of Timaru, from and including Gleniti in the west, Washdyke to the north and
Saltwater Creek to the south.

Figure 1

Map of Study Area

The specific objective of this study is:
… to identify the present and future transportation needs within the study area, and identify activities and
management methods that provide an integrated, safe, responsive and sustainable land transport
system in the future.
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This report summarises the fourth and final stage of the study that was preceded by three stages:
»

Stage 1 involved data collection activities regarding the performance of the existing land transport
system and future land use, including a review of existing information and preliminary consultation
with key stakeholders;

»

Stage 2 identified a range of options and measures to protect the reliability and functionality of the
future transport network. These were integrated into multi-modal transportation packages that
represents differing levels of emphasis on roading infrastructure, public transportation, traffic
management and travel demand management;

»

Stage 3 presented a preliminary assessment of each packages’contribution to the objectives of the
Land Transport Management Act (LTMA). The strategy has evolved in line with the New Zealand
Government’
s transport strategy (NZTS) and the four principles that underpin it, being sustainability,
integration, safety and responsiveness.

2.

Overview

Timaru’
s urban area has experienced sustained economic growth over the past five years, in particular
industrial growth in the Washdyke area and commercial growth (i.e. bulk retail and fast food outlets) on
the northern corridor of State Highway 1 (SH1). Information gathered from reviewing existing
information, data collection activities and consultation with key stakeholders and interest groups during
Stage 1 of the study identified the future land use development potential of the Timaru urban area. This
process also highlighted potential effects that development could have on the performance of the
transport network and existing infrastructure.
It was determined that the potential for future growth in these areas remains strong particularly if the
proposed commercial bulk retail development at the Showgrounds site and further industrial
development in Washdyke proceeds as anticipated. Figure 2 shows specific locations and land use
development for the expected land use change.
Residential development in Timaru is most likely to predominate in Gleniti, in particular in Gleniti
Residential 6 Zone. It is predicted that there could be 200 extra households by 2016 south of Pages
Road between the golf course and Mountain View Road, and possibly an extra 700 households by 2031.
Another recent trend is infill housing in central Timaru in an area bordered by SH1 in the east, Wai-iti
Road in the north, Otipua Road in the west and North Street in the south. It is likely that there would be
an additional 77 households by 2016 and a total of 182 households by 2031.
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Table 1

Land use changes (2005, 2016 and 2031)
Land use variable

2005

2016

2031

Households

10,858

11,317

12,137

School roll

5,379

4,682

4,285

Tertiary roll

1,699

1,699

1,699

Community jobs

2,192

2,313

2,537

Manufacturing jobs

2,980

3,049

3,168

Transport jobs

425

425

432

Wholesale jobs

542

650

672

Retail jobs

2,479

2,686

2,803

Office jobs

1,591

1,734

1,747

859

791

764

Health jobs

1,184

1,365

1,618

Total jobs

10,959

11,936

12,773

Port jobs

692

881

990

Inbound 24 hour external traffic

14,594

20,214

27,875

Outbound 24 hour external traffic

14,162

19,615

27,050

Total vehicles

15,979

17,202

18,181

1.47

1.52

1.50

26,849

26,752

26,697

Persons per household

2.47

2.36

2.20

Jobs per household

1.01

1.05

1.05

Education jobs

Vehicles per household
Total persons

Source: Timaru Transportation Model Technical Note – Stage 1 Issues Identification Report, Appendix E
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Washdyke

Pages Rd

Gleniti

Mountain View
Rd

Wai-iti Rd

Otipua Rd

North St

Figure 2
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3.

Development Issues and Transport Effects

The study analysed the potential development and identified the transport effects that could occur in the
future years of 2016 and 2031. These are shown in Figure 3 below.

Figure 3

Land Use Development and Transport Effects

Descriptions of future development and transportation issues identified are summarised in Table 2.
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Table 2

Development Issues and Transport Effects

Location/
Issue

Description of Issue and Impact on Transport

Washdyke

»

Industrial growth is estimated to be a 50 per cent increase in activity by 2016
and a 75 per cent increase from current levels by 2031

»

Projected significant increase in traffic flows resulting from industrial growth as
well as higher traffic movements from outlying areas north of Timaru

»

Turning traffic currently experiencing long delays onto SH1 from SH8, Seadown
Road and Meadows Road

»

the local road network servicing the area is not functioning optimally

»

Major bulk retail development planned for this site (requires rezoning in the
District Plan)

»

Other bulk retail stores are in close proximity to this site including Harvey
Norman which is anticipating a significant expansion by 2016

»

Potential for congested traffic flows on the northern corridor of SH1 and issues
arising regarding access onto the state highway

»

Increased pedestrian and cycling movements

»

Potential for approximately 280 new households in the total Gleniti area by
2016, likely to increase to over 800 new households by 2031 Is this 800 + the
280

»

Growth could impact on Timaru’
s local road network, in particular key arterial
routes such as Wai-iti Rd, Gleniti Rd, Mountain View Rd and Pages Rd.

»

Likely to remain the dominant trip attractor in the area

»

Potential for residential dwellings to increase in areas adjacent to the CBD due
to an aging Timaru population (highest number of elderly residents per capita in
New Zealand). Significant infill housing

»

Increased usage of mobility scooters conflicts with pedestrians on narrow
footpaths

»

Parking provision is adequate within the CBD based on current and expected
land use.

»

Significant growth of the last five years; projected 30 per cent increase in jobs
by 2016 with a further 10-15 per cent by 2031

»

Enhancement and protection of road and rail links to the port, including
supporting construction of the North Street overbridge (southern access)

»

No issues with overwidth or overweight loads

»

Development of pedestrian and cycle ways around the Port

Showgrounds
development

Gleniti
development

CBD

Prime Port
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»

Conflict between high throughput traffic volumes and local residents accessing
popular retail stores (i.e. Pak n’Save, Briscoes, McDonalds, KFC and others)

»

Ranui Ave and Grasmere St intersections have high crash rates compared to
other sites in Timaru

»

Delays at SH1/Te Weka Street intersection are being experienced by residents
and people attending events at Caroline Bay

»

Site for new Aquatic Centre confirmed for Maori Hill by public referendum on 18
November 2006

»

Significant increase in freight movements between Washdyke and CBD/Port.
Increasing external traffic volumes likely to be around 3.5 per cent per annum

»

Clandeboye expansion and future growth could lead to increasing milk tanker
volumes and private motor vehicle trips on SH1

»

Important corridor for both local Timaru and through traffic. High traffic volumes
could lead to social severance issues for the Timaru community

»

Access issues for right turning traffic onto the state highway from local roads or
driveways

»

Merging lanes perceived to be causing bottleneck delays at peak times, safety
concerns expressed by some stakeholders

»

Increasing conflict between high traffic volumes and pedestrian and cyclist
mobility along this section of the road network

»

Presence of accommodation premises between Grasmere St and the CBD“motel alley”

»

The development is likely to have a significant impact on the current priority
controlled intersection at College Road/SH1

»

Some form of intersection treatment would be required to mitigate any potential
queuing, delays and safety issues

Intersection
improvements

»

Safety and capacity intersection treatments are proposed at various sites within
the study area to ensure network performs optimally resulting from likely future
development

Rail

»

Connections between road and rail modes could be improved, resulting in more
freight transferred from road to rail

Public
Transport

»

Ashbury area
(SH1)

Te Weka St
intersection

SH1 northern
corridor

The
Warehouse

Current bus service level deemed appropriate for Timaru, perceived to offer a
mobility service rather than achieving significant transport modal shift by
residents

Daily traffic volumes for 2005, 2016 (forecasted) and 2031 (forecasted) on Timaru’
s road network are
provided in Table 3 below. These traffic volumes are sourced from the Timaru Transportation Model.
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Table 3
Road

Total Daily Traffic Volumes 2005,2016 and 2031 (both directions)
2005

2016

2031

% Change
(2005-2031)

From

To

SH8

Meadows Rd

15,201

19,563 25,895

70.4%

Meadows Rd

Old North Rd

16,819

22,143 28,256

68%

Bridge Road

Grants Road

16,686

29,544 33,857

102.9%

Grants Rd

MacDonald St

16,350

29,544 29,899

82.9%

MacDonald St

Waimataitai St

16,429

26,132 29,780

81.3%

Waimataitai St

Hobbs St

18,452

27,437 31,035

68.2%

Hobbs St

Grassmere St

19,154

25,953 26,223

36.9%

White St

Te Weka St

16,526

21,326 24,366

47.4%

Te Weka St

Beverley Road

17,367

21,781 24,673

42.1%

Wai-iti Rd

Sefton St

22,671

25,939 28,878

27.4%

Arthur St

North St

10,689

13,616 15,230

42.9%

James St

Royal St

10,896

14,109 18,578

70.5%

Jellicoe St

1,595

2,716

3,779

136.9%

Selwyn St

3,388

6,638

7,980

135.5%

Rathmore St

Preston St

7,076

7,274

7,834

10.7%

Wilson St

Le Cren St

8,972

8,344

8,719

-2.8%

Grants Rd Bouverie St

SH1

1,364

2,255

4,186

206.9%

Hobbs St

SH1

1,587

2,058

2,199

38.6%

Jonas St

2,327

3,482

3,613

55.3%

Maltby Ave

Church St

10,171

10,317 11,873

16.7%

Woodlands Rd

College Rd

5,310

5,825

6,849

29%

Church St Theodosia St

Bank St

6,898

6,857

7,261

5.3%

North St

Grey Rd

Theodosia St

6,844

5,491

5,894

-13.9%

Old North Rd

Leven St

4,096

4,870

6,005

46.6%

Hobbs St

Grassmere St

6,972

7,572

8,341

19.6%

Wai-iti Rd

Jackson St

5,698

7,398

8,050

41.3%

SH1

Old North Blair St
Rd
Grants Rd
Wai-iti Rd

Selwyn St

Grassmere Selwyn St
Otipua Rd

Selwyn St
Wilson St
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Of significance, the study found that in the future there would be increased delays and safety issues for
vehicles accessing the state highway from side roads and private properties along the northern section of
Timaru (between Washdyke and Port Loop Road).
This can be shown as the Level of Service (LOS) in a transportation model, which is designed to provide
a picture of the wider traffic impacts on the Timaru road network over the next 25 years. By definition,
LOS is a measure of perceived operating conditions by motorists and it relates to traffic volumes, the
drivers’freedom to select their desired operating speeds and comfort. Generally, the higher the traffic
volume and lower the traffic speed, the worse LOS becomes. LOS C to F are shown in Figure 4).

Figure 4

A comparison of the base network Level of Service (PM Peak)

Notes:
LOS F

Breakdown in service with extensive congestion

LOS E

Capacity

LOS D

Tolerable with some reduction in motorists speed

LOS C

Acceptable, with near free flow

LOS (A&B) Stable, free flow conditions (not shown in Figure 4).
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4.

Improvement Options

4.1

Improvement Options

A range of transport options and measures were identified in Stage 2 of the study, which potentially could
improve the reliability and functionality of the future transport network in Timaru. These range form
behavioural change initiatives to road based solutions.
4.1.1

Travel Demand Management

Travel Demand Management (TDM) measures can assist in realising the environmental, economic and
social benefits arising from changes in travel behaviour. However, “harder”TDM measures such as
tolling, traffic restraint and congestion pricing are not likely to be immediately applicable for Timaru. This
study therefore promotes possible forms of “soft”TDM that could be used within a Timaru framework.
Possible TDM measures that could be effective for Timaru include:
»

Personalised travel planning;

»

School Travel Planning;

»

Workplace Travel Planning; and,

»

Travel Planning for Retail Uses.

4.1.2

Public transport

Timaru’
s current public transport system is generally perceived to provide a mobility service rather than
offering realistic alternative travel option to the private motorcar. The travel time across Timaru is
relatively short so the time spent waiting for a bus makes car travel much more attractive. The level of
public transport service and the frequency of this system is likely to continue in the future due to the lack
of relative congestion and short travel times within Timaru.
Five bus routes currently serve the urban area. A recent addition to the Timaru bus service is a new
route where buses travel between Temuka and Timaru during the weekdays. A map of the current public
transport service in the Timaru urban area is shown below.
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Figure 5

Public Transport Service in the Timaru urban area

However, the following improvement options should be considered to account for the future land use
developments identified in this study, where residential growth in Gleniti is likely to be strong and for the
significant commercial and industrial development likely to be experienced at the Showgrounds site and
at Washdyke respectively. Public transport improvements for Timaru could include:
»

Increased bus frequencies between Gleniti and the CBD;

»

Increased bus frequencies between the current Grantlea route and the CBD;
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»

Improvements to bus quality such as low-floor buses to assist the disabled and the aged;

»

Enhanced timetable information being provided at bus stops, community centres, web site and text
messaging;

»

Provide adequate bus stops that provide seating and protection from adverse weather conditions;
and,

»

An Airport Bus service from the CBD with stops as requested.

These improvements correlate to the improvements and investigations identified in the Timaru Public
Passenger Transport Strategy 2005 and the Canterbury Regional Transport Plan 2006.
4.1.3

Cycling and walking facilities

Timaru has largely underdeveloped off road walking and cycling networks and relatively low traffic
volumes compared to other urban areas of similar size. There is potential to provide growth in walking
and cycling activities. The Timaru District Council’
s “Draft Active Transport Strategy”(2004) proposes a
walking and cycling network for the urban area.
This study endorses the findings of active transport strategy and recommends that there is a full
completion of all cycleways and walkways planned for the Timaru urban area. The coverage of these
cycling and walking initiatives and the linkage provided between schools, shopping areas, work zones
and other recreational areas, as shown in Figure 6, would provide convenient and accessible alternative
travel choices for Timaru’
s residents.

Figure 6
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4.1.4

Traffic Management

Possible traffic management measures identified for Timaru’
s road transport network include:
»

Future access to and from the existing state highway will need to be controlled and parking provision
will need to be actively managed to maintain the functionality (i.e. providing mobility and throughput)
of this corridor;

»

Pedestrianisation of The Bay Hill; and,

»

School zones; retaining active signs around schools in Timaru and variable message signs outside
schools where appropriate.

4.1.5

Parking Management

Parking management initiatives that could be implemented by Timaru District Council over the next 20
years include:
»

The supply and pricing of parking;

»

The location of parking;

»

Control and enforcement against “illegal”use of parking;

»

Changes to district plan parking requirements for new developments;

»

The quality of the parking stock provided (i.e. new parking building in the CBD); and,

»

Management and monitoring of parking activity.

Timaru could benefit from an improved signage system with signs directing those who wish to drive to
appropriate car parks (e.g. visitors, shoppers, commuters, particular attractions).
4.1.6

Rail Transfer

It was suggested by some stakeholders that more freight needed to be transferred to rail to mitigate the
impact of increasing heavy vehicles on Timaru’
s public road network. This involved transferring freight
from road onto the Main South Railway line, with freight to rail transfer at Washdyke, the Port and a
possible branch line to Fonterra’
s Clandeboye dairy factory.
Rail transfer was discussed with railway groups, Fonterra and other industries within the Washdyke area
during the consultation process. It was advised that significant modal shift for transporting freight will be
difficult to achieve in Timaru, as it is uneconomical to rail goods to the port from either Clandeboye or
Washdyke due to the short haul distance. In light of this, freight transfer to rail is not envisaged in the
short term. However, with ongoing trends in international shipping, it may be that rail freight sent to ports
in other regions, such as Lyttleton and Port Chalmers could become a viable option in the future.
The ideal long-term opportunity however, from an urban and transport planning point of view, is to have
improved intermodal transfer of freight at Washdyke, Clandeboye and the Port, so the majority of freight
volumes are transported by rail, with SH1 providing both flexibility and capacity for less significant freight.
It is recommended that Transit and Timaru District Council periodically confirm interest of freight to rail
transfer and the Clandeboye rail line with respective railway groups, Fonterra, Washdyke industries and
Prime Port Timaru.
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4.1.7

Road Options

Potential improvement options identified, as well as the Do-minimum, were:
»

Do-minimum - the Do minimum option was to maintain the existing network by undertaking routine
and periodic maintenance, as well as the completion of the proposed North Street Overbridge and
Washdyke intersection upgrade works. The base model also includes the proposed commercial
development at the Showgrounds site;

»

Option 1a - four lane SH 1 between Washdyke Bridge and Wai-iti Road intersection to fit within the
existing roadway and/or four lane SH1 with road widening;

»

Option 1b - construction of a two lane 2-way carriageway running parallel to the eastern boundary of
the railway between the Hilton Highway and Grasmere Street

»

Option 1c - construction of a two lane 2-way carriageway running parallel to the eastern boundary of
the railway between the Hilton Highway and connecting to the Wai-iti Road intersection;

»

Option 2 - analysed the effect of traffic flows on roading network if the Showgrounds commercial
development did not proceed;

»

Option 3 - construction of an overpass for SH1 between Jellicoe Street and Bridge Road;

»

Option 4 - safety and capacity improvements at localised intersections in the study area;

»

Option 5 - the development of a ring route north of Timaru’
s urban area; and

A preliminary analysis and assessment of these potential improvement options was undertaken. It was
agreed by the Study Team that the preferred options to be further investigated in detail were Option 1a
(both with and without widening), Option 1c, Option 3 and Option 4.
Option 1b was not carried forward due to the negative effect of loss of green space in the urban
environment (Ashbury Park), social severance and environmental impacts. Option 5 was not carried
forward as minimal benefits are achieved by constructing a ring road north of Timaru.
The advantages and disadvantages of the preferred options are presented in Table 4.
Table 4

Advantages and Disadvantages of Roading Options

Option

Issues Addressed

Option 1a

»

Accommodating
increasing traffic
volumes along SH

»

Addressing
congestion and
safety issues from
bottleneck delays
along SH1

(4 lane existing
SH with or
without
widening)

Advantages

Timaru Transportation Study

Reduction in delays and
queues

Potential for high
construction costs (with
widening)

»

Provides hierarchy
protection by restricting
access from some local
side roads

Removal of some onstreet parking for retail
and accommodation
properties

»

All movement access to
some properties may be
affected

»

Traffic flow will increase
on some local roads due

Increases speed and
capacity for through traffic

»

»
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»

Disadvantages

Makes existing road
network more efficient,
rather than building new
roads
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Option

Issues Addressed

Advantages

Disadvantages
to potential side road
closures and property
access restrictions

Option 1c

»

Increasing traffic
volumes along SH

»

Conflict between
high through traffic
volumes and
increased retail
activities

(rail bypass)

»

High crash rates at
Grasmere St and
Ranui Ave

Option 3

»

(Jellicoe/
Bridge St
overpass)

Increasing traffic
volumes along SH1

»

Congestion around
retail developments

Option 4
(localised
intersection
improvements
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Future capacity
issues at localised
intersections
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»

Increases speed and
capacity for through traffic;
improved route between
Washdyke and the Port

»

Reduction in delays on
SH1, in particular on “motel
alley”

»

Lower traffic volumes on
the local road network

»

Possible synergy of works
with proposed new sewage
line

»

Protects function of SH1;
capacity for throughput
traffic, improved route
between Washdyke and the
Port

»

Improved access,
especially to the
Showgrounds site

»

Reduction in the high crash
rate at the intersection

»

Reduce delays of traffic at
these intersections

»

Potential for increases
in noise without
widening

»

Potential social
severance issues

»

High construction costs
and land take

»

Significant
environmental effect

»

Loss of coastal
features/popular
walkway

»

Likely negative
community acceptance

»

Economic impact on
existing commercial
premises along SH1

»

Land take would be
required to construct the
on and off ramps

»

Impact on the local road
network

»

High construction costs

15

4.2

Other Considerations

A preliminary assessment of environmental issues was undertaken for the potential options. An
assessment of environmental effects relates to those issues identified in Chapter 2 of Transit’
s Planning
Policy Manual and those issues that need to be considered by the Resource Management Act (RMA). A
detailed assessment of the potential environmental effects would need to be undertaken for any selected
option carried forward. Possible mitigation measures and strategies were developed for each of the
issues listed below:
»

Social and Economic Effects;

»

Air Quality;

»

Water Quality;

»

Noise;

»

Vibration;

»

Landscape and Visual Amenity; and

»

Archaeology, Built Heritage and Ecology.
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5.

Transportation Packages

To achieve the objective for this study, it was recommended that Transit and the Timaru District Council
implement a range of multi-model transportation initiatives staged over the next 25 years. These
initiatives have been developed from a transport planning process that initially identified and assessed
individual improvement options, then subsequently grouped these options into integrated transportation
packages.
These packages were evaluated and assessed against the objectives of the LTMA and other transport
project feasibility requirements. Integrated transportation packages offer the following advantages:
»

Additional benefits can often only be realised from the use of complementary measures in support of
a main recommended solution;

»

Packages afford a degree of flexibility and opportunity to organisations;

»

Alternative packages are often more attractive and affordable; and

»

Packages are more aligned to national, regional and local policies.

Four packages were developed, including respective options within each package, as well as the Dominimum. The do minimum option needs to be considered to understand the performance of the
packages, but doing nothing is not an option. The four packages are:
»

Do-minimum - The Do minimum option is to maintain the existing network by undertaking routine and
periodic maintenance, and completion of the proposed North Street Overbridge and Washdyke
intersection upgrade works;

»

Package A encourages modal shift and restraining overall travel demand by a number of measures
including enhancing public transport services. There is no new road construction;

»

Package B combines public transport, travel demand management and traffic management
measures, to maximise the efficiency and reliability of the existing road network. Roading initiatives
included:– Option 4 - Localised safety and capacity intersection improvements.

»

Package C reduces peak period congestion through improvements to the existing roading network.
These improvements are combined with public transport improvements and travel demand
management initiatives;
– Option 1a - Four lane SH1 between Wai-iti Road and Washdyke Bridge with and/or without road
widening.
– Option 3 - Long-term option to construct an overpass at the SH1, Jellicoe St and Bridge Rd
intersection.
– Option 4 - Localised safety and capacity intersection improvements.

»

Package D involves a comprehensive improvement to Timaru’
s road network to secure an improved
level of service during all time periods, combined with public transport improvements, traffic
management and travel demand management.
– Option 1c - New bypass road following the railway corridor.
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– Option 4 - Localised safety and capacity intersection improvements

5.1

Assessment of Packages

The proposed packages have been evaluated to assess their influence and consistency against the
objectives outlined in the LTMA. Other relevant national, regional and local transport policies were
identified and considered during the evaluation process including:
»

National Policy
– Road Safety to 2010 – Priorities
– National Conversation and Energy Efficiency Strategy – Transport Outputs
– Transit NZ Planning Policy Manual
– National Walking and Cycling Strategy – Priorities
– National Rail Strategy to 2015

»

Regional Policy
– Regional Land Transport Strategy – 2005-2015
– Canterbury Regional Passenger Transport Plan - 2006
– Canterbury Regional Land Transport Freight Action Plan

»

Local Policy
– Timaru District Council LTCCP (Long Term Council Community Plan) outcomes
– Timaru District Council District Plan

. The result of this assessment is shown in Table 5 below.
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Table 5

Assessment against the LTMA and other relevant matters

Packages

Do-minimum

A

B

Options

C

D

Without
widening

With
widening

Objective
Assist economic development

x

x

£

£

£

££

Assist safety and personal security

x

-

-

x

£

£

Improve access and mobility

x

x

-

£

££

££

Protect and promote public health

x

-

£

-

£

£

Ensure environmental sustainability

x

-

£

-

-

xx

Provide for network efficiency

x

x

£

£

£

££

Seriousness and urgency

x

x

-

£

£

£

Economic efficiency

£

-

-

£

x

x

Affordability

£

x

£

£

x

xx

Risk

-

-

-

-

x

xx

Other relevant matters

Notes:

-

Neutral

xx

Significant negative impact

£

Small positive impact

x

Small negative impact

££

Significant positive impact

There are significant benefits to be gained from constructing a new bypass following the rail corridor as
proposed within Package D. However, a new bypass was found to be possible but cost prohibitive and
had significant environmental impacts.
The primary finding of this study is that the existing state highway should remain the main corridor into
Timaru. Hence, future access to and from the existing state highway will need to be controlled and
parking provision will need to be actively managed to maintain the functionality (i.e. providing mobility
and throughput) of this corridor.
Our recommendation is that Transit and the Timaru District Council promote the transportation projects
outlined within Package C (including the four laning of SH1 between Wai-iti Road and Washdyke Bridge
with road widening).
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6.

Road Hierarchy

A road network is provided for the effective movement of road users whilst minimising any adverse
effects created by this movement on an area wide basis. A roading hierarchy is an interrelated and
consistent classification of roads that accommodates the impacts of traffic operation and land use.
The functional hierarchy of roads stems from the need to reconcile the functions of providing for the
efficient movement of vehicles with those of other transport and non transport uses. It is strongly
influenced by the idea that any vehicle travelling between a particular origin and destination should
intrude as little as possible into the neighbourhoods and living areas that it has to pass through on its
journey.
It is for this reason the roads in Timaru are classified for different purposes, primarily movement or
access and the effects of traffic are minimised on roads that do not have a high movement function.
6.1.1

Access to the State Highway

In Timaru, access to the state highway is concentrated at arterials such as Port Loop Road and principal
roads including Old North Road, Wai-iti Road, North Street and Otipua Road. In the southern part of
Timaru (between Port Loop Road and Saltwater Creek) access is well controlled.
However, in northern Timaru (between Port Loop Road and Washdyke), the control of access to the
state highway is not as well managed. There is tension between traffic accessing from local side roads
and the mobility of throughput traffic on the state highway.
As a consequence, there will be increased delays and safety issues for vehicles accessing the state
highway from side roads and private properties along the northern section of Timaru. Therefore, the
state highway will need to be managed to maintain mobility and throughput of traffic. This can be
achieved by four laning SH1, though parking will need to be managed and future access to the state
highway will need to be controlled.
6.1.2

Washdyke

It is proposed that Elginshire Street is extended to connect with Meadows Road and traffic signals
installed at the intersections of SH1/SH8 (Racecourse Road) and SH1/Seadown Road. Racecourse
Road and Seadown Road are the arterial road access points to SH1 and all other roads in the Washdyke
area act as collector roads to connect to the arterials.
There is also potential to promote inter-modal freight activity in Washdyke (inland port).
6.1.3

Existing and Proposed Road Hierarchy

The proposed hierarchy that will improve the future sustainability of Timaru’
s road transport system is
shown in Figure 7. The proposed road network hierarchy takes into consideration the Do-minimum
improvements options (i.e. completion of the proposed North Street Overbridge, Washdyke intersection
upgrade works and the proposed commercial development at the Showgrounds site), and the
improvement options in the recommended strategy. Both the existing and proposed road hierarchies are
shown below.
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Figure 7
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7.

Outcome

The primary finding of this study is that the existing state highway should remain the main corridor within
Timaru. A new bypass, from south of Washdyke to Caroline Bay, was investigated as an alternative
option, and while it was found to be possible, it was cost prohibitive and had significant environmental
impacts.
Retaining the existing state highway alignment, combined with the transportation improvement initiatives
required on local roads in Timaru, formed the basis of the recommended transportation strategy. The
strategy represents a combination of roading infrastructure, public transportation, walking, cycling, traffic
management and travel demand management.
The urgency of the state highway four laning option is highlighted by most of the road sections along
SH1 (Evans St) reaching capacity by 2016 and undue delay will lead to congested conditions.
There are important implementation issues associated with the recommended four laning of SH1. Those
measures involved in delivering and implementing the strategy must consider lane width requirements
and the potential for increased noise levels as investigations are implemented. Further work and
consultation with affected parties will be required to assess the exact form, function and any potential
environmental impacts of these measures promoted by the strategy.
The recommended strategy is therefore summarised in Table 6 with indicative staging over the next 25
years.
The key philosophy behind the development of this strategy is the need for flexibility and the ability for
those responsible for ongoing development and delivery, to be able to review and evolve the strategy in
response to how well the transport network is performing and the extent to which the overarching
objectives and targets are being achieved. In this respect, a robust approach to monitoring the
effectiveness of the strategy and each of its elements is required. It is therefore recommended that a
Monitoring/Traffic Management Plan is prepared and should include, but not confined to, the following
information:
»

Mode share information for journeys to/from work and school;

»

Household travel and transport awareness, and public attitudinal surveys;

»

Comprehensive data and traffic flows across the network;

»

Car parking inventory and occupancy surveys; and,

»

Public transport patronage.
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Table 6

Delivery the Strategy: Getting to 2031

Location

Area wide

Package Components

PT Initiative

Short Term (2006-2015)

Long Term (2015-2031)

2031 and beyond

Continue improving bus quality. Timetable information to be provided at bus stops, community centres,
website and text messaging
Monitor bus operating frequencies and patronage; increase frequency of services if required
Monitor bus operating frequencies and patronage; increase frequency of services if required
Develop TDM Implementation Plan:

Area Wide

TDM Measures

»

Implement Travel Attitudinal Survey and other data collection requirements

»

Implement marketing, including travel awareness campaign

»

Travel Plans for schools and workplaces; active signage in school zones

Review Implementation Plan, following development of travel plans etc.

»

Identify infrastructure needs – walking, cycling and PT (i.e. bus stops)

Continue to Action Implementation Plan

Action Implementation Plan:
»

Travel Plans (Schools and Work); active signage in school zones

»

Working with Commercial Operators/Retail uses on TDM

»

Construct Cycling and Pedestrian Infrastructure

Construct Cycling and Pedestrian Infrastructure

SH 1/8 Traffic signals (Construction)
Elginshire St extension to connect to Meadows Road (Construction)
Washdyke

Washdyke

Monitor and review local road and SH intersections LOS due to new industrial developments
Loughton St connection to connect Washdyke Flat Road to SH8 (Promotion)
Monitor and review local road and SH intersections LOS due to new industrial developments

SH1 (Evans St)

Identify SH designation requirements for bridge widening
Washdyke Creek Bridge

Hilton Highway (Washdyke
Creek Bridge to Blair St

Bridge Road/Jellicoe St
intersection

Bridge Widening if required (Investigation à Scheme)
Identify SH designation requirements

4 laning (Investigation à Scheme à Design à Construction)

Identify SH designation requirements (if signals feasible due to gradient)

Grade Separation
Traffic Signals (if required – dependent on timing/construction of Showgrounds development) (Investigation à Scheme
(Investigation à Scheme à Design à Construction)
à Design à Construction)
if required

Identify SH designation requirements
Bridge St to Grants Road

Grants Road intersection

Bridge Widening if required (Design à Construction)

4 laning (Investigation à Scheme)

Identify SH designation requirements

4 laning (Design à Construction)

Traffic Signals (if required – dependent on timing/construction of Showgrounds development)
(Investigation à Scheme à Design à Construction)

Identify SH designation requirements
Grants Road to Waimataitai 4 laning (Investigation à Scheme)
St
Eversely St - left in/left out only

4 laning (Design à Construction)

MacDonald St – access control (sever or left in/left out only)
Identify SH designation requirements
Waimataitai St intersection
Luxmoore St intersection
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Waimataitai St to Grasmere Identify SH designation requirements
Rd
4 laning (Investigation à Scheme)

4 laning (Design à Construction)

Grasmere Road to Te Weka Identify SH designation requirements
St
4 laning (Investigation à Scheme)

4 laning (Design à Construction)

Identify SH designation requirements
Te Weka St intersection

Traffic Signals (Investigation à Scheme à Design à Construction)
Identify SH designation requirements

Te Weka to Wai-iti Rd

Other SH1

4 laning (Investigation à Scheme)

SH1 / SH78 intersection

Dual right turn lanes from SH78 northbound onto SH1 (Investigate à Scheme à Design à
Construction) if required

SH1 / North St intersection

Monitor and review intersection LOS (dependent on timing/construction of North St overbridge to the
port)

4 laning (Design à Construction)

SH1 / College St / Queens St Monitor and review intersection LOS dependent on timing of new developments
intersection
Intersection treatment could consist of closing the median and make left in/left out only)
SH1 / Otipua Road
intersection

Monitor and review intersection LOS dependent on timing of new developments

Intersection Treatment (Investigation à Scheme à Design à Construction)

Identify SH designation requirements
Monitor and review intersection LOS dependent on timing of new developments

SH1 / Shaw St intersection

Intersection Treatment (Investigation à Scheme à Design à Construction)

Identify SH designation requirements

Local Roads in
Timaru urban area

Wai-iti Rd / Otipua Rd
intersection

Monitor roundabout LOS performance and safety (may require traffic signals)

Traffic Signals (Investigation à Scheme à Design à Construction) if required

Grants Rd / Old North Rd
intersection

Monitor LOS performance and safety (dependent on timing of Showgrounds development)

Roundabout (Investigation à Scheme à Design à Construction) if required

Jellicoe St / Old North Rd
intersection

Monitor LOS performance and safety (dependent on timing of Showgrounds development)

Roundabout (Investigation à Scheme à Design à Construction) if required

Wai-iti Rd / Morgans Rd
intersection

Monitor LOS performance and safety (dependent on timing of Gleniti residential development)

Roundabout (Investigation à Scheme à Design à Construction) if required

Wai-iti Rd / Mountain View
Rd intersection

Monitor LOS performance and safety (dependent on timing of Gleniti residential development)

Roundabout (Investigation à Scheme à Design à Construction) if required

Otipua Rd / Church Rd
intersection

Monitor LOS performance and safety (may require traffic signals)

Roundabout (Investigation à Scheme à Design à Construction) if required

North Street Overbridge

Construction of overbridge to the port

Otipua Rd / North St
intersection

Monitor LOS performance and safety (dependent on North St overbridge construction)

Bay Hill Road

Investigate pedestrianisation of The Bay Hill and implement if desirable
Investigate feasibility of new car parking building in CBD

Roundabout (Investigation à Scheme à Design à Construction) if required

Enact staged removal of on-street parking along SH1 (Evans St) when 4-laning constructed

CBD car parking building constructed (if required)
Area wide

Parking
Enact staged removal of on-street parking along SH1 (Evans St) when 4-laning constructed
Install variable message signage system (if deemed appropriate for Timaru)
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8.

Conclusion

The major finding of this study was that the existing state highway should be retained as the main
corridor in Timaru. As an alternative option, a new bypass was investigated and assessed and was
found to be possible but cost prohibitive and had significant environmental impacts.
Therefore, future access to and from the existing state highway will need to be controlled and parking
provision will need to be actively managed to maintain the functionality (i.e. providing mobility and
throughput) of this corridor. This will be achieved through the development of a road hierarchy that
clearly identifies where access is best provided. This finding, combined with the transportation
improvement initiatives required on local roads in Timaru, form the basis of the recommended strategy.
The recommended strategy represents differing levels of emphasis on roading infrastructure, public
transportation, traffic management and travel demand management, and achieves the outcome of the
study by delivering an integrated, safe, responsive and sustainable and transport system in the future.
Implementation of the strategy will need to be undertaken on a progressive basis and detailed
investigation of the individual components of the strategy will need to be undertaken. Many of the
projects will have to pass through the various stages of the funding process, so a comprehensive
monitoring programme is recommended in the short term, followed by detailed investigations for the
major roading improvement options within the strategy.
It is considered that the recommended transportation strategy will address the present and future
transport needs for Timaru over the next 25 years. It is highly unlikely that any further major funding
requirements will be needed for land transport infrastructure projects not identified within this study. The
implementation of the strategy will therefore provide an integrated, safe, responsive and sustainable land
transport system for the Timaru urban area.
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